Starting out essays can be tricky. Make sure you set
the scene by picking out key dates and events.
Look out for key words in the question as well. You
should also aim to put in a hypothesis (a mini
conclusion)

* There are many reasons why
the First World War broke out...
* This essay aims to show that...
* The available sources suggest
that...
* Many historians have argued
that...

Your opening sentence needs to link to the question
and set the topic for the paragraph.

Economic factors were a major
reason why X happened...
Political factors also played a
large role in...
The sources suggest that social
changes were very important…
Sources X, Y and Z all agree
that…
There is a lot of evidence which
suggests... For example...

Remember to try and get as much from the sources
you are given as possible. Don’t just read the lines,
read between them...

The message of the source is...
This shows that...
Source X argues that “Henry VIII
was a great military leader”...
The impact of the source would
have been...
The source suggests that...
It is possible to infer that...

You need to be careful when using sources...
Remember provenance!

This source is very
reliable/unreliable because...
Whilst source X shows… it might
also be read to suggest...
The author is attempting to...
therefore they might…
The context in which this source
was created is important...
...the weight of the evidence
might be questioned because...

At the end of your essay you need to directly
answer the question - sum up what your key points
have been in a few sentences.

The evidence suggests that…
It appears that whilst there is
some support for… it might be
better to suggest…
In conclusion...
It would be unfair to claim
that… however…
This essay has demonstrated...

Use these words and phrases to link your points and
ideas more effectively.

whereas

for instance

alternatively

such as

unlike

also

likewise

moreover

similarly

as revealed by

as with

as well as

above all

however

notably

although

significantly

apart from

in particular

unless

crucially

except

most importantly

as long as

